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Investing in Volatile times 
If there is one that could sum up the present conditions of economies / stock markets / currencies worldwide, 
it is “Volatility”. For instance, on the day when BrExit (Britain Exit) referendum was held in UK (24th June 
2016), Indian stock markets swung wildly by 1091 pts. From 27002, Sensex fell to a low of 25911 before 
closing at 26397, ending the day with a loss of 605 points. And while many predicted the spillover effect to 
continue for few more days / weeks, markets recovered and gained strength. In a nut shell, many investors 
who ‘thought’ of investing were left behind. 

Everyone knows that one has to invest when prices are low. But many are not able to do so since the prices 
fall when there is abundance of bad news and uncertainty. As a result, investors get jittery and majority of 
them become mute spectators – just like in a cricket match – cheering the rally!  

But the rally has not been without reasons. There has been lot of domestic developments which turn out to 
be positive and favorable for an economic turnaround: 

 With good monsoon (almost 104% of normal) we can look up for a good revival in rural demand. 
 And the 7th Pay commission is bound to have a positive impact on the urban population.  
 Aggressive spending by government in Roads, Railways and power transmission. Infact, roads are 

being laid at 28km per day speed – across India. Earlier it was less than 4km per day. 
 Lower commodity prices 
 Stable inflation – likely low interest rates 
 Bright possibility GST getting passed 
 And a much more confident central government echoed by ministry rejig etc. 

Clearly, the stars are aligned for India. Very few countries across the globe have got all these advantages that 
India is enjoying today.  

But the fact remains – Markets will be volatile going forward too. That could be because of global issues / 
local developments. So learning to live with volatility and invest at the opportune time is the key to 
investment success. That’s the time when the role of fund managers and investment advisors come into play. 
The time is ripe for investors to invest and take advantage. 
 
We at EASY Investments are committed to hand hold every investors and assist them to invest cautiously 
and prudently to take advantage of the upcoming opportunities in the form of volatility.  
 
Come. Let’s join hands and create BIG Wealth in the years to come. 

  

With Best Wishes, 

Ramaswamy P 

15-July-2016 
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Maximizing your Returns with minimal efforts! 
Everyone invests their savings with the dream of earning better returns. While Investing in bank FD’s fetches 
around 8%, we invest in other options with the aim of earning more than this. 

While earnings out of profession / employment can be limited to certain extent, earning out of investments 
has no limits. The more you invest, the more you earn. And the more ‘sensibly’ you invest, the maximum 
returns you earn. 

Many investors assume that taking higher risk fetches higher returns. But by taking higher risk, the chances 
of losing / earning lesser returns are obvious. Hence the secret lies in ‘earning higher returns’ without taking 
higher risk. There comes the role of fund managers and investment advisors. 

 Solutions like SIP are widely known to reduce risk. No doubt. They do reduce risk.  
 But do they maximize the returns. The answer is NO.  
 And are there investment methods which generates returns better than SIP? The answer is YES.  

Following table is a testimony to these queries: 

 

The above table shows a regular monthly investment of Rs.10,000 since Jan 2013. Markets have been 
through the ups and downs in the last 3 years. As you would see a total investment of Rs.4,30,000 by two 
different investment methods has generated different results.  

Between the same time frame (1st Jan 2013 to 13th July 2016), the same investment amount (Rs.4,30,000) in 
the same mutual fund scheme have grown to different values. The differentiation factor has been the 
investment method – the first one being the traditional ‘SIP Method’ and the other one – ‘VIP Method’.  

Given a choice, everyone would choose the ‘VIP method’ of investing, since it earns BETTER Returns without 
taking higher risk.  

EASY Investments designed and developed this ‘VIP method’ way back in 2012. Since then it is part of many 
of our investors portfolio. It is the easiest way to maximize your returns without taking any extra efforts.  

Do call our office for a detailed presentation on “VIP” and “Maximize Your Returns”.  
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